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uccessful
people
and
unsuccessful
people
do
have one thing in common:
PERSISTENCE.
However,
the
difference lies in how this trait is
used. Successful people persistently
generate ideas, execute the ideas, fail
and get back up, ﬁnd ways to improve
their ideas, demonstrate creativity and
innovation, collaborate with others
who can support their success, and
invest in the knowledge they need to
learn what they don’t already know
because they acknowledge that life is
too short for regrets.
On the other hand, unsuccessful
people
persistently
create
explanations and excuses for not
taking action, then regret it later.
Which best describes you? Now is the
time to make sure your “persistence”
counts and always produces results!

Cheryl M. Wood
Speaker, Transformation Coach, Business
Strategist, Author
www.CherylWoodEmpowers.com

Attire from West Africa, Cote D’Ivoire / Photo: Natural Pictures Studio
“Sometimes, it falls upon a
generation to be great! Like
slavery and apartheid, poverty
is not natural. It is people, who
have made poverty and tolerated
it, and it is people, who will
overcome it. And overcoming
poverty is not a gesture of
charity. It is an act of justice. It is
the protection of a fundamental
human right, the right to dignity
and a decent life.” These are the
prophetic words the “Father of
modern South Africa”, an icon
and statesman, the late Nelson
Mandela.
DEAR READERS!
The year 2013, that saw many
episodes, was suddenly eclipsed
by the departure of the great son
of AFRICA, Nelson Mandela
on the 5th of December 2013.
Although humanity mourned
the death of the icon at 95, it
was a time to celebrate the
life of the man, who taught
global generations quite a lot
about unwavering courage,
forgiveness and hope, that
touched millions and inspired

them to dream and realize a
just society. May his soul rest in
peace.
Happy New Year to YOU ALL.
It is our wish that you will be
blessed with new hope and
inspiration in 2014! Our biannual publication, Fahari,
has reached a point, where it is
serving as a bridge to connect
peoples of African ancestry
over the world and be cherished
as a source of dependable
information.
This was made possible by the
all-rounded support we enjoyed
from our partners in different
parts of the world. We would
like to underline that it is our
bounden and unshakable belief
that this shall, further blossom
during the New Year 2014.
We wish you Peace, Health and
Prosperity!
Helina Teferra Mekonnen
Editor-in-Chief
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“Thus passes the Glory
of the World!”
Nelson Mandela (Madiba)
1918 – 2013

Africa’s GREATEST SON, anti-apartheid icon and
South Africa’s ﬁrst black president, who helped his
country break the shackles of racial segregation and
led the continent into a new era, passed away on
December 5, 2013.

Widely-known and respected for his effort to peacefully end
apartheid and laying a foundation for a new democratic South
Africa, Nelson Mandela, a.k.a. Madiba , 95, was battling recurring
lung infection and related health issues.
The world mourned Madiba’s death in a colorful memorial service
on December 10,2013 in Johannesburg, South Africa, attended
by hundreds and thousands of South Africans and over 91 heads
of state/government and dignitaries. Madiba was laid to rest on
December 15, 2013 in his ancestral hometown in South Africa. It
is to be recalled that in honor of Mandela’s contribution to the antiapartheid struggle, the United Nations General Assembly, in 2009
declared Nelson Mandela’s birthday, July 18 as “Mandela Day.”
Chase the Dream Culture, Arts & Beauty and Fahari Magazine
express their heartfelt condolence on the loss of Nelson Mandela,
whose message of forgiveness and reconciliation will resonate
forever. R.I.P Madiba !
“A leader is like a shepherd. He stays behind the ﬂock, letting
the most nimble go out ahead, whereupon the others follow, not
realizing that all along they are being directed from behind.”
From Madiba’s Autobiography: “A Long Walk to Freedom”
2/
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“The March on Washington”
50th Anniversary (1964-2013 )

“..... I have a DREAM, that my four little children
will, one day, live in a nation, where they will not
be judged by the color of their skin, but by the
content of their character...”
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. (1929 -1968)
African-American Civil Rights Leader and
Humanitarian

“Let the striving of us all prove Martin Luther King, Jr.
to have been correct when he said that humanity can no
longer be tragically bound to the starless midnight of
racism and war.
Let the efforts of us all, prove that he was not a mere dreamer,
when he spoke of the beauty of genuine brotherhood and
peace being more precious than diamonds, silver or gold.”
Nelson Mandela,”Madiba” (1918-2013)
Former South African President, anti-apartheid leader
& activist.

Fahari /
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FAHARI ART

One of Nakazzi’s paintings, entitled Mizan

H

er works range from oil paints to charcoal,
from sculpture to ceramic masks. Her handpainted ceramic masks with indigenous hair
implants of diverse natural materials are the
artist’s trademark. In an eloquent articulation
salted with style, she narrates about her roots
embedded in her artwork. Con�idence radiates
as it does from her inner most beliefs. We have
noticed the quality that what distinguishes her
from the pack of artists is her ability to transform
natural objects usually seen as irrelevant, into a
beautiful work of art.
Now let us introduce
you this amazingly
talented artist, who
hails from Jamaica.
Her name is Nakazzi
Tafari. Nakazzi says
her happiness lies in
constantly searching

4/
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Jamaican artist Nakazzi Tafari

for truth, expressing, growing and changing,
exploring issues of gender, race and identity
in the African Diaspora, connecting threads of
the past to the present with a unique modern
perspective. Her love for natural materials is
exceptional. “Walking in the woods and around
sea shores inspires me very much”, says Nakazzi.
“I consider long walks spent foraging in the wild,
searching and �inding unexpected treasures, one
of the most rewarding aspects of the job”, she
notes. She collects twigs, resins, tree barks and
sea shore remains, which she then changes into
angelic beings, �loating �igures or dismembered
torsos. “I choose my materials for their evocative
qualities, as well as their metaphysical properties.
I am drawn to them by the evidence of life I
see in their form, growth and decay in cosmic
equilibrium”, she explains her love for these very
pieces, which are often huge four-dimensional
installations.

Some of Nakazzi’s works

Nakazzi’s art studio is located in the outskirts
of the Jamaican capital, Kingston surrounded by
a lush garden. Even though there is practically
no art form that one cannot �ind in her studio,
the artist told us that she �inds satisfaction as a
sculptor,

Born to the late Jamaican artist, Dawn Scott and
Barbadian Rastafari and Pan-Africanist, the late
Dr. Ikael Tafari, Nakazzi grew up in Barbados until
she moved to Jamaica in 1995. “I was raised in a
traditional and conservative family in Barbados.
As a child, up until I was 20, I never really did
art in school. My focus was science, instead. I
created my own laboratory in our kitchen using a
chemistry lab set from school. My grandmother,
who had an organized and neat life, wanted me
to take my tools outside and gave me space to
work in our garage, a space which I still use as
my studio whenever I go to Barbados.”

Nakazzi’s mother was a prominent �igure in the
Jamaican art community. Her father, Ikael Tafari
was a driving Caribbean force for Pan Africa
and closer ties with Africa. He has also served
as Director of the Commission for Pan African
Affairs. During a lengthy and lively dialogue with
Nakazzi, we discussed her upbringing, family,
her art and passion.
Fahari: Please tell us a bit more about your late
father Dr. Ikael Tafari?

Nakazzi: My father was a true Rastafari, who
changed his name early in life from Michael
Hutchinson to Ikael Tafari. His family was not
highly involved in the issue of African sensibilities
and they were not pleased with re-establishing
identity. Because of him, I grew up with an African
identity. He certainly had an impact on me. My
art now is a re-indoctrination or revision of that
image. My father was very much a prophet and
had a following. I remember how Afro-centric he
Fahari /
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and everyone else in the Niyabinghi camp were
with the beating drums, chanting psalms and more.
(Niyabinghi is the oldest of the Rastafari mansions:
Niya means black and binghi means victory. Roots
of Niyabinghi are directly related to the Coptic
Orthodox and Ethiopian Orthodox faiths).
Fahari: Your mother was an interior designer, art
teacher, expert in �igurative batik and hand-dyed
clothes. Which of her multiple talents impressed
you most?
Nakazzi: Yes, my mother was an artist,who had a
way to capture the essence of Jamaican culture in
her work. She showed me how she drew reality;
the real people, the real environment and more.
As a child, I used to draw only white princesses
and only fairy tale stuff. But my mother taught me
about claiming what is ours -art about identity and
expression. She was woman of multiple talent and
an avid reader, who had this immensity of intellect.
She as a “walking encyclopedia’’ and a recognized
genius. Most of all, she was an incredible cook (any
cuisine, be it African, Caribbean, Asian etc.)

Fahari: I am fascinated by the life-sized �igures
you create from organic materials (shells, twigs,
tree barks, bones and driftwood). What inspired
you to engage in such form of art?

Nakazzi: When I was a little girl, I loved to be
in an environment, where I could spot natural
things, be fascinated with them, pick them up,
examine them and if I thought it was worth, I
would put them in my pocket. I like gardening,
�lowers and animals. I am very out-door oriented
and always see things in nature. I believe that
very fascination with nature is the main reason
for the life-sized �igures I create from organic
materials.
Fahari: I noticed that some of your paintings
have Ethiopian names, such as Mizan and Tsehai.
Why?
6/
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Nakazzi’s life-size figurines, “Warrior Woman” and “Blessed”

Nakazzi: Yes, we have Ethiopian names in my
family. When I was 20, I discovered the history
of Ethiopian Emperor Haile Selassie I and the
legacy he left to Jamaica. I became member of
the Ethiopian Orthodox Church here in Jamaica.
My sister’s name is Tsehay, my brother is Zara
Mekonnen and Mizan is the name of my adopted
daughter. Those are the titles I gave to some of
my work.
Fahari: How, in your opinion, is African art is
received?

Nakazzi: Well, I believe that African art is
highly misunderstood in a lot of ways. There is
a lot of bigotry and narrow-minded thinking. For
example, African art is described as “tribal art”
and people are conditioned to have prejudices
against their own roots and origins. One of the
purposes behind my works is to assure that
people see our culture, our roots and ancestry.

The artist’ s parents gave their daughter an
AFRICAN name, Nakazzi which means “woman
of substance”. What an amazing asymmetry; for,
one truly observes the lady both in deeds and
words to be of real substance, indeed!
Source: Artist’s archives;
Website: www.nakazzi.com; MACO Magazine
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FAHARI POETRY
& QUOTATIONS

My People
The night is beautiful,
So the faces of my people.
The stars are beautiful,
So the eyes of my people.
Beautiful, also, is the sun.
Beautiful, also, are the souls of my people.
Langston Hughes (1902-1967)
African-American poet, novelist, playwright

We have come over a way that
with tears, has been watered
We have come, treading our path
through the blood of the slaughtered.
James Weldon Johnson (1817-1938)
African-American poet, writer, literary critic,
educator

“I have walked that long road to freedom. I have
tried not to falter; I have made missteps along the
way, but I have discovered the secret that after
climbing a great hill, one only ﬁnds that there are
many more hills to climb. Difﬁculties break some
men and make others.
Nelson Mandela (1918-2013)
Anti-Apartheid icon and South Africa's ﬁrst
Black president
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“Milk and honey have different colors, but they
share the same house peacefully.”
African proverb

“The question is not whether we can afford to
invest in every child,
it is whether we can afford not to.”
Marian Wright Edelman (1939-present)
African-American Activist for the rights of
children
“Patience is the mother of a beautiful child.”
Bantu Proverb (South Africa)

You have seen how a man was made a slave; you
shall see how a slave was made a man.”
Frederick Douglas (1818-1895)
African-American civil rights activist and ﬁrst
black citizen to hold a US government rank

“Hold a true friend with both hands.”
African proverb

FAHARI POETRY
& QUOTATIONS

“War is not the answer, because only love can
conquer hate. ”
Marvin Gaye (1939-1984)
African-American singer/song writer, producer

“If you are ﬁlled with too much pride, then you
will have no room for wisdom.”
African proverb

“To the same degree that your understanding of an
attitude towards AFRIKA becomes more positive,
your understanding of an attitude towards yourself
will also become more positive.”
Malcolm X, a.k.a.
El-Hajj Malik El-Shabazz (1925-1965)
African-American Muslim minister/
human rights activist

“Ugliness with a good heart is better than beauty.”
Nigerian proverb

“ Life is short – and it's up to you
to make it sweet.”
Sadie Delany (1889-1999)
African-American educator/civil rights pioneer

Fahari /
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FAHARI
OUR SISTERS’ VOICE
This column is dedicated to Sisters 4 Sisters
Network, Inc., a non-proﬁt organization launched
in 2002 to provide a platform for women to come
together in a powerful networking environment
to share their visions and dreams with likeminded women. S4SN, Inc. strives to motivate
women towards developing their mind, body and
spirit through social and spiritual collaboration
with each other. Started by 4 sisters under the
initiation of Founder & President Peggy Morris,
Sisters 4 Sisters Network, Inc. has outstretched its
tentacles, acceding to be a powerful networking
group of dynamic business/professional women,
with an ever-soaring membership presently
reaching over 300 members. In this edition of
Our Sisters’ Voice, we will be joined one of our
sisters in the medical ﬁeld.
Our eyes are believed to be the mirror of our
personality. They reﬂect the kind of person we
are and use expressions to communicate without
words. Most importantly, they help us to see our
world and add meaning to our everyday life. It is
with our eyes that we conduct activities of daily
living. Our eyes are important for language, and
affect our developmental learning, communicating,
working, health and quality of life. Good vision,
therefore, is critical and essential to conducting
activities of daily living. In this regard it is
important to take care of our eyesight.
Sometimes, we spend much time caring for our
eyes externally that we neglect to take care of them
internally. Healthy vision is important to conduct
our life. In this regard, it is important to maintain
the wellness of our eyes. The branch of medicine
connected with the diseases and surgery of the
visual pathways including the eye, brain and areas
surrounding the eye is called Ophthalmology.
In this edition of Our Sisters’ Voice column,
therefore, we chose to discuss wellness of our
eyes with an Ophthalmologist Dr. Renee Bovelle,
who is one of our Sisters 4 Sisters Network, Inc.

members. She is owner of Envision Eye and
Laser. Located in Upper Marlboro - MD, Envision
Eye and Laser provides an array of comprehensive
eye care services, such as Cornea and Refractive
Surgery, Refractive Cataract Surgery, LASIK,
Botox, Dermal Fillers, Dry Eye, Diabetic Eye
exams, Glaucoma, Keratoconus, Ptyergium,
as well as Wellness and Nutritional Therapy.
Dr. Bovelle is also member of Ocular Nutrition
Society, dedicated to nutrition and its role in the
preservation of vision.

Dr. Renee Bovelle, assisting a patient at Envision Eye & Laser
Courtesy: Peggy Morris

Born in New York and raised in Washington,
D.C. Dr. Renee Bovelle discussed her childhood,
medical career and wellness of the human eye
with Fahari’s Editor-in-Chief.
“As a child all I dreamed about was to become a
stewardess, because I believed traveling would be
a great experience. But as I grew older, I started to
develop interest in paramedics due to a show I was
constantly watching on TV”, Dr. Bovelle recalled.
“Having noticed my interest in paramedics,my
father one day told me, “Paramedic is like being
almost a doctor. Why don’t you become a doctor?”
After my father’s idea, I found an answer to those
family members, who asked me what I wanted to
be when I grow up. I, then started telling everyone
that I want to become a doctor. And I became one
- an eye doctor – an Ophthalmologist.
Fahari /
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Dr. Renee Bovelle, explaining the eye to one of her patients
Courtesy: Peggy Morris

Fahari: Was there any particular reason for you to
specialize in Ophthalmology?
Dr. Bovelle: While I was in medical school learning
how to use instruments like the stethoscope, otoscope
etc, I was fascinated by the eye examination tools.
Seeing inside the human eye was great. The eyes
have an impact on every part of the human body.
I also found out that with Ophthalmology, one
can also do surgery, which I very much liked. So I
thought it was the best of both worlds.
Fahari: How do you describe “wellness of the
human eye”? What does the check-up include?
Dr. Bovelle: Well, some people may describe the
wellness of the human eye just being able to see,
but that doesn’t tell the whole story. When we
have the eyes checked, we do a full exam; check
retractions to see if the patient needs glasses or not;
we check the outside of the eye, make sure the eyes
are not suffering from what we call “dysfunctional
peer syndrome”. This is relevant because our
eyes are always stressed, either by staring at the
computer (work or home), by constantly using our
cellphones, iPods or watching videos. This can
lead to dysfunctional peer syndromes, the reason
12 /
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why it is important to get the eyes examined. High
blood pressure and diabetes can increase chances of
getting the syndrome. They can cause a disease that
can affect the retina. It is also important to get a full
dilated exam by Ophthalmologist to get checked
for Glaucoma, because Glaucoma is a very serious
disease which can steal your vision without you
knowing it.
Fahari: Talk to us about the cause of Glaucoma
please?
Dr. Bovelle: Glaucoma occurs when the pressure
inside the eye is too high. This does not correlate to
blood pressure; even if your blood pressure is ﬁne,
you can still get Glaucoma. High blood pressure is
easily seen in the eye as well. Just like stroke in the
brain, you can have stroke in the eye, which can
take away your vision. We can see little clues that
help us know one is getting ready to have a stroke.
Fahari: How often should we have our eyes
checked?
Dr. Bovelle: After the age of 50, an eye exam should
take place every year. But for people below 50, every
other year, unless there is a particular problem.

Fahari: Which eye disease or problem that is very
common in the United States?

Fahari: Does it mean that Botox is applied for
something else other than cosmetic purposes?

Dr. Bovelle: Most common eye diseases here in the
United States are dry eyes, Glaucoma and diabetic
retinography.

Dr. Bovelle: Botox is not purely cosmetic. It
depends on how you use it. As I mentioned earlier,
it can be used for hyper hydrosis, which is a medical
problem. And it can also be used for wrinkles, which
is more of a cosmetic problem. And our rejuvenation
services can include minor surgery, as well.

Fahari: Tell us about Envision Eye and Laser.
Which, among your medical services are of great
demand?
Dr. Bovelle: Envision Eye and Laser was started
in 2005. The demand is ever-increasing. We serve
a large number of clients from different countries,
whom we trying to provide with great service.
We have a doctor from the West African state
of Cameroun (Dr. Songwe), who caters to our
French-speaking population, in addition to our
Spanish-speaking doctor. I am very content with my
dedicated team and enjoy doing what I am doing.
Fahari: Tell me about your reconstructive services
such as Botox. Is there a speciﬁc age group that
demands these services?
Dr. Bovelle: The age group is 25 and up. People
might have some part of their face they are not be
happy with and want it ﬁxed. Some have blinking
disorders and once we do the Botox (injection), they
will be able to feel and see better.
Fahari: I read on your website that Botox injection
reduces excessive underarm sweating. How are
these two related?
Dr. Bovelle: Excessive sweating is called
Hyperhydrosis. There are small muscles under the
arm that work to excrete sweat. We stop the product
then by using the Botox on that very spot and that
lasts for about 6 months.
Fahari: Where else is Botox injection applied?

Fahari: Most of us use eye make-up to enhance the
beauty of our eyes. What is your advice regarding
this very matter?
Dr. Bovelle: With eye make up, you just have to make
sure you don’t share it, especially with mascara. I
would like use this opportunity to emphasize the
danger of fake eyelashes, because we don’t know
how they are made and where they come from. Also
contact lenses purchased from beauty supply stores
can easily give eye infections due to the materials
they are made from. Therefore, we advise that you
get them from an Ophthalmologist after having your
eyes checked.
Fahari: My last question - Have you ever been to
the MOTHERLAND?
Dr. Bovelle: Oh, yes. I have been there several
times. Africa is BEAUTIFUL. I ﬁrst visited Africa
with my father when I was a child. My father worked
as a Peace Corps in Sierra Leon. I have also been to
Ghana and Nigeria.
As Dr. Bovelle correctly noted, our eyes are an
essential component of our body that we should
never forget to care and provide the necessary
attention to. We would like to hasten by punctuating
our appreciation to Dr. Renee Bovelle and her team
for bestowing their services to this important aspect
of human wellness.

Dr. Bovelle: It can be applied wherever a problem
exists. Once the patient determines where their
need is, that is where we place the Botox. If there
is problem with migraine, it can be injected in the
scalp. And if there is sweating under the arm, we
inject it under the arm.
Fahari /
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FAHARI
QUIPS & TIPS
MANDELA’S STATUE UNVEILED

FILM ON MANDELA’S LIFE RELEASED

A statue for former South African President Nelson
Mandela was unveiled in Washington, D.C on
September 21,2013. The 9-foot statue by Cape Town
sculptor Jean Doyle stands outside South African
Embassy in Washington D. C’s Massachusetts
Avenue. The ﬁgure is modeled from photographs of
the South African statesman striding triumphantly
to freedom on February 11,1990 after 28 years of
incarceration. The unveiling ceremony was attended
by South African dignitaries, including ANC Chair,
Baleka Mbete.
(Source: South African Embassy in the USA)

A ﬁlm based on Mandela’s 1994 biography, ”A Long
Walk of Freedom” was premiered in November 2013 in South Africa and the United States. The
world premiere of this 2:13 hour ﬁlm that chronicles
Mandela’s early life for 27 years in prison, took
place at the Toronto International Film Festival in
September, 2013. It was during the movie premiere
in London on December 5,2013 in the presence
of the Duke and Dutchess of Cambridge, as well
as two of Mandela’s daughters and that news of
his death was made ofﬁcial. British-born actor
of Sierra Leonian/Ghanaian descent, Idris Elba
played Mandela and Naomie M. Harris, Britishborn actress of Jamaican/Trinidadian origin played
Winnie Mandela. “What an honor it was to step into
the shoes of Nelson Mandela and portray a man who
deﬁed odds, broke down barriers, and championed
human rights before the eyes of the world,” Idris
Elba stated after he learned about the demise of this
great icon. “ My thoughts and prayers are with his
family.”

Nelson Mandela’s statue
in Washington, D.C.

Poster of movie “Mandela - A long Walk to Freedom” showing actor Idris Elba
Fahari /
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OUR CONDOLENCES FOR
THOSE WE LOST...KOFI
AWOONOR (1935-2013) –
POET /DIPLOMAT
One of Africa’s distinguished
literary ﬁgures, Ghanaian Poet, Professor Koﬁ
Awoonor died on September 21,2013 in Nairobi,
Kenya during the shooting by armed insurgents at
Nairobi’s West gate Mall.
SHEILA STEWART
(1969-2013) – MEDIA
CONGLOMERATE
R a d i o O n e ’s News &
Community Affairs Director,
award-winning Sheila Stewart,a veteran of more than
20 years in the media industry (Radio, TV and Print),
died on October 26,2013 in Atlanta - Georgia.
EYOB MEKONNEN (19752013) – SINGER
Ethiopian Reggae singer, Eyob
Mekonnen died on August 21,
2013 in Nairobi, Kenya.

LEE THOMPSON
YOUNG (1984-2013) ACTOR
African-American actor,
Lee Thompson Young,
died on August 19,2013 in
Los Angeles, California.

Partial view of Demera festivities at Meskel Square
Courtesy: Timkehet Teffera

MESKEL FESTIVAL INSCRIBED BY UNESCO
AS INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE
The United Nations Educational, Scientiﬁc and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO), on its 8th
conference of Intangible Cultural Heritage in 2013
has inscribed Meskel festival on the Representative
List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of
Humanity. Demera and Meskel are colorful annual
festivals, celebrated across Ethiopia on September
26 and 27 in commemoration of the ﬁnding of the
True Holy Cross upon which Christ was cruciﬁed.
September 26 is Demera, the eve of Meskel, the
day bonﬁres are built topped by a cross, to which
yellow daisies (known as adey abeba) are tied. The
occasion is marked by merry-making, dancing and
lighting of bonﬁres. The next day, September 27 is
Meskel, a day celebrated with food and drinks and
believers go to the spot of the Demera bonﬁres,
using ashes from the ﬁre to mark their foreheads
with the sign of a cross. According to UNESCO,
inscription of Meskel festival on the Representative
List will enhance the visibility of intangible cultural
heritage and promote inter-cultural dialogue among
the multi-ethnic population of Ethiopia, as well as
other communities internationally. “Rooted in the

MESKEREM
LEGESSE
(1986-2013) – ATHLETE
Ethiopian distance runner,
Meskerem Legesse died on
July 15,2013 in West Port,
Connecticut.
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religious and cultural traditions of Ethiopia and
passed on from generation to generation, the Meskel
festival promotes social unity, integration and
diversity across the nation,” UNESCO announced.
Even though Meskel /Demera is celebrated across
the country, the best place to watch this colorful
festival would be in the capital, Addis Abeba at the
Meskel Square.

FAHARI ENTERTAINMENT

M

usic creation, the artistic form of sound
communication is produced through musical
instruments. Even though it is not certain how or
when the ﬁrst musical instrument was invented, most
historians point to early ﬂutes made from animal
bones that are at least 37,000 years old. Since then,
countless musical instruments have been invented
in different parts of the world. All cultures - past and
present have music.

One of them, the saxophone, was invented by
Belgian-born Adolphe Sax in 1840. This musical
instrument, which was originally intended for use
in orchestras and military bands, combines a single
reed mouthpiece with a wide-bore conical tube of
metal. The saxophone is favored by all those who
play it, as well as those who listen to the romantic
alluring sounds it creates. The sounds of any
saxophone, (soprano, alto and tenor saxophone) is
soothing and refreshing to our soul. Saxophone is
also a musical instrument, that plays a dominant
role in Jazz music.
Until the late 19th century it was mainly male
saxophonists, who dominated the stage and the
achievements of early female saxophonists, though,
have rarely been mentioned in the accounts of
saxophone history.
Women all over the world have performed and
inspired others with their musical talents. Especially
in the 21st century, women have successfully come
into the realm of being appreciated for their gifts,
providing the music world with a feminine slant
that cannot be reproduced by men. In this issue of
Fahari Entertainment, we present Sharon Thomas,
an accomplished tenor and soprano saxophonist,
whose ever-broadening musical career has spanned
over a decade.

Sharon Thomas was born and raised in Washington,
D.C. She started off her musical journey by playing
the piano at an early age. At the age of 13, Sharon
began playing the drums. When she turned 15, she
joined her high school marching band playing the
ﬂute. She fell in love with the saxophone during
her ﬁnal years in high school after being introduced
to the sounds of the renowned African-American
saxophonist Grover Washington. The works of other
saxophone players, such as Dexter Gordon, Gene
Ammons and Courtney Pine also inﬂuenced her.
Sharon spent several years in the corporate world,
before she decided to step out and pursue a career
as a musician. Her diverse musical talent has also
added a “unique” and “incomparable” ﬂavor to
several upscale affairs in the Metropolitan D.C
area. She has performed with numerous local bands
at various entertainment events. Her band, The
Sharon Thomas Experience has performed with
and has shared the stage with numerous recording
artists such as Ginuwine, Ralph Tresvant, Dawn
Robinson of EnVogue, Parliament Funkadelic,
Tony Terry Brian and many more.
Sharon’s rich musical heritage
has given her a foundation in an
industry, where experience
and passion are paramount
to one’s overall success.
Sharon told us that she
has boldly vowed that
her musical journey
will not come to an end
until she feels she has
reached nothing short than
the pinnacle of her melodic
capabilities.

Saxophonist Sharon Thomas - Courtesy: Sharon’s collection
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Whenever Sharon appears on stage, adorned by her
Saxophone she is crowned with a mythical force.
In her own words, she expresses the deep source of
satisfaction that she draws while performing music
with her Saxophone: “When I play the Saxophone
on stage and listen to the music I thus produce, there
and then I feel highly elated and extremely joyous.
I can’t match the feeling of deep sense of delight I
exuberate, the audience’s reaction with words when
it responds through a thunderous applause in an
appreciation and praise of my musical performance”,
Sharon says.
Sharon’s expression is quite understandable, when
one truly realizes that it is not the monetary value of
any performance, but audience feedback, articulated
by the seemingly warm applause and praise that ﬁlls
an artist’s heart with joy. Music is a tool for spiritual
amusement and healing. Therefore, professional
musical performers, such as Sharon deserve honor
for addressing our emotional and spiritual feelings.
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Saxophonist Sharon Thomas - Courtesy: Sharon’s archives

Terry Tabor (left) and Sandra Flemming (right), Co-Founder and Founder of E.Y.E
Courtesy: Peggy Morris & Lakei F. Cosby

OUR CHILDREN’’’ S COLUMN

O

f all things human beings cherish, the joy of
being blessed with children is nature’s gift
of procurement that has a deep going and lasting
impact. The whole essence of striving to see our
children grow up as responsible and disciplined
citizens lends true meaning to our sustainability
and reason to live. Since children inherit the history
and culture of their forebears, we are duty-bound
to inculcate in them the necessary knowledge, love,
work ethics and strong discipline so that they too,
could pass the same to the next generation and
beyond. Although it is common knowledge that
each child has its own unique gift, talent, dream
and passion, the support it enjoys from parents,
immediate family, the community and society, at
large, will positively impact its future.
It is against this backdrop that Empowering Youth
Entrepreneurs (E.Y.E.) was founded. Initiated by
Sandra Flemming, author and motivational speaker
and Terry Tabor, an artist, known for her paintings

on silk. E.Y.E’s mission statement is to inspire and
empower youth to develop their creative/artistic
talents to turn them into a business. The organization
aims at helping visionary children to speak with
boldness and conﬁdence. We attended an E.Y.E.’s in
Summer 2013 event, where we witnessed talented
children between the ages of 7—16 speak, perform
and introduce their respective trades.
Radiance Talley – Poetess:
A 16-year-old 11th grader,
Radiance started writing
poetry
in
Elementary
School, but her talent was
kindled and brought to light
when she faced isolation
of high school. Through
poetry, she found her voice
and a vehicle to release
and express her feelings.
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Radiance believes in the oneness of humanity and
the divine potential within each human being. Most
of the poems she recited reﬂect her feeling about
exclusion, race and indifference. Her ﬁrst book
of poetry, entitled “Taking Back My Light” was
released in summer 2013. Dance and drawing is
also her passion.
Contact: Barbara Talley (Mother)
barbara.talley@gmail.com
Gabrielle Jordan Williams – Jewelry designer,
Author & Motivational speaker:

to her favorite charities. She has been featured on
television stations, news and online publications
such as NBC4, Fox5 News and ABCs Good
Morning Washington. She is recipient of the “2012
Outstanding CEO Award” by the Prince George’s
Business Roundtable, One of the Most Inﬂuential
Community Leaders by Mayor Stephanie RawlingBlake of the City of Baltimore and most recently
received the 2013 SWIBA Young Entrepreneur of
the Year Award in Atlanta, GA. A Middle School
Honor Roll student and a member of the Future
Business Leaders of America, Gabrielle serves as
Vice President of the National Junior Honor Society.
Her goals are to become a gemologist, international
speaker, New York Times bestselling author and
continue her philanthropic endeavors.
Contact: gjw@gabriellejwilliams.com
www.GabrielleJWilliams.com
The Langley Brothers - (Malik & Donn Langley):

13-year old Gabrielle began creating jewelry at the
age of 7 and has aggressively pursued her craft with
the passion of a seasoned pro. At the age of 9, she
became an entrepreneur by starting her Marylandbased jewelry company, Jewels of Jordan, selling
semi-precious, Swarovski and pearl jewelry. At
the age of 11 Gabrielle write her ﬁrst book,entitled
“The Making of a Young Entrepreneur:A Kid’s
Guide To Develop the Mind-Set For Success”.
Gabrielle is also an inspirational speaker,who loves
promoting entrepreneurship and the importance of
pursuing one’s dreams. Under Gabrielle J. Williams
International, Gabrielle has inspired thousands
of individuals across the country and continues
to speak to both adult and youth audiences on
developing the mind-set for success. Gabrielle
also donates a portion of the proﬁts from her book
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Inspired by the culture development in the Washington,
DC area, their birthplace, Malik and Donn Langley
are brothers with great passion for the art. The oldest,
Malek, now aged 14 started drawing at the age of
6. His parents noticed that the drawing and crafts
their son did was really great for his age,especially
in cartooning. They stumbled on THE ARC, which
held the Corcoran Art Reach and the Levine School
of Music. Malek was the youngest child to join the
Corcoran Art Reach in 2005 at the age of 6. Malik had
�irst his solo art exhibition, entitled “Candy Season”
in June, 2012 at THE ARTC, where he displayed his
paintings, graphic design and cartoons.

His younger brother, 10-year old Donn-Pierre old
was inspired by Malik’s moves and started classes
at the Levine School of Music. At the tender age of
4, he began taking violin lessons. In 2001 DonnPierre developed interest in playing the guitar,
took private lessons and is now playing electric
guitar. The brothers,attending school at the Prince
William County Public School in VA love modern
�ine art; music, visual arts and performing arts.
The Langley Brothers,in collaboration with Kid
Pan Alley, have created a song with other young
artists,entitled ‘Does It Really Matter?’. The love
and support the brothers have for each other is
their strength.
Contact thelangelybrothers@gmail.com

Traleia McCorkle - Singer & performer:

Tre’ Swamy – Chef:

11-year-old middle school student Tre’ had shown
an interest in cooking since the age of 7. With a
dream of opening his own restaurant, Tre’ loves to
help his mother and grandmother cook meals for
the family. Tre’s specialty is cooking breakfast. On
Mother’s Day Tre’ cooked dinner for his mother
and pretended she was at a restaurant, while
serving her dinner. Apart from providing dishes for
family functions and cookouts, Tre’ has also had
the opportunity to help prepare appetizers for his
grandmother’s art show.
Contact: Anneka (Nikki) Swamy , Mother
ASwamy@accet.org

Xavier Crowell – Emcee, Public Speaker:

A 12-year old 7th grader, Traleia is gymnast and
dancer, also known for her beautiful voice, singing
at local churches, schools and other special events.
She is founding member of a girl scout group “Girl
Power” and frequent award winner in swimming and
Boys and Girls Club soccer. Traleia has represented
her school in instrumental concerts (violin and
piano). She loves to write poems and short stories and
has shown an entrepreneurial spirit in cosmetology,
concentrating on nails and hairstyles.
Contact: eldermac@ymail.com

10-year-old Xavier Crowell has always shown
interest in entertainment. At the tender age of
two, he would sing along with songs he heard on
the radio and T.V. Xavier ﬁrst took the stage at
the Lincoln Theater. He has displayed conﬁdence
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every time he steps to the mic, leaving audiences
in amazement. Xavier is a star on the rise, don’t be
fool by this small frame and mild manner demeanor.
Xavier has been a part of his school productions
such as The Celebration of Black History in which
he recited Obama’s acceptance speech; Saraﬁna
in which he plays Nelson Mandela and he was the
Master of ceremony for “Origins One Heart Beat” a
production staged at THE ARC Theater. Winner of
an oratorical contest, which took place at the home
of Frederick Douglas in Washington, D.C Xavier
is the anchor for his school daily morning news
announcements (WATA). The passionate Xavier,
an eloquent speaker, is ready to take the world by
storm, ONE MIC AT A TIME!
Contact: Munday Crowell (Father)
chocolatears@hotmail.com
Empowering Youth Entrepreneurs, in its Fall 2013
brought in more talented children equipped with
entrepreneurial spirit in Fall, 2013, creating a forum
for participating children to attend sessions of their
interest, i. e. “Market Your Business”, “Spoken
Word Artist”, “Entertainment” and “Become
an Author & Publish Your Book”. At this very
event, 9-year old author Jayana Wood, presented
her ﬁrst children’s book, entitled “Opening My
Imagination”. Combining her love of drawing and
reading, through her book, Jayana inspires young
children to create possibilities and dream about the
many things they can do or become in life. A fourthgrader and the big sister to two younger brothers,
Jayana has participated in the “Talented and Gifted
(TAG) Program at John Hanson French Immersion
School in Prince George’s County, Maryland.
Her love for the French language even prompted
Jayana to translate her children’s book in French.
Incidentally, Jayana Wood is the daughter of Cheryl
Wood, Speaker, Transformation Coach, Business
Strategist, Author and Columnist of Fahari’s “Your
Inspirational Vitamin”.
Contact: info@cherylwoodempowers.com

Children’s Photos: Courtesy: Parents, E.Y.E, Peggy Morris & Lakei F. Cosby
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Jayana Wood – Author

It is obvious that there are millions of talented and
bright children in different parts of the world. But
not all of them use their full potential due to lack
of support and motivation from parents, society
or organizations such as Empowering Youth
Entrepreneurs. The important role projects like
E.Y.E. play is to discourage children from engaging
in unhealthy circumstances during their spare time,
use their talent and skill to the beneﬁt of society,
their family and themselves. We were impressed by
the talent and entrepreneurial skill of all children we
saw at the E.Y.E event. Prior to leaving the event,
we raised a fundamental question: we emphasized
that, in parallel to the support they get to further
develop their God-given talent and good education,
it is important that children should be taught about
their ancestral background. And we must note that
the answers from most parents ﬁlled our hearts with
pride.
It is our belief that Empowering Youth Entrepreneurs
(E.Y.E) is doing a great job, not only inspiring children,
but also encouraging them to ﬁnd the right places in the
world of entrepreneurship, which undoubtedly, has a
huge impact on the overall development of society.
We highly commend the initiators of the project and
believe that parents and concerned institutions should
support such initiatives.
What could be nobler than honing the inheritors
of tomorrow with iron discipline and a sense of
responsibility?

FAHARI KALEIDOSCOPE
in Harlem, a supermarket, retail
center and housing. The Church
also served as an important site
for religious music in the Harlem
Renaissance.

Abyssinian Baptist Church
Courtesy: Church website

Abyssinian Baptist Church
205-Years Old
The New York-based Abyssinian
Baptist
Church,
founded
by
African-Americans
and
Ethiopians
celebrated
its
205-year anniversary fete in
November 2013. This church was
founded in 1808 by few visiting
Ethiopian seamen and African
Americans, who were restricted
to a racially-segregated seating in
the then First Baptist Church in
the City of New York. In protest
of this restriction, the founders
named it Abyssinian Baptist
Church,after the historic name
of Ethiopia. Abyssinian Baptist
Church was the ﬁrst AfricanAmerican Baptist Church and
largest Protestant congregation in
the United States with more than
10,000 members.
Abyssinian
Development
Cooperation (ADC) is the nonproﬁt arm of the Church to work
on community development and
social services. It has created
$500million in development,
including the ﬁrst high school

Veteran Camerounian musician Manu Dibango

Manu and Makossa
A native of the West African nation
of Cameroon, Manu Dibango
is one of Africa’s best-known
saxophonists and
vibraphone
player. The release of Dibango’s
music entitled Soul Makossa in
1972 drew the world’s attention.
Makossa,which means dance in
Dibango’s native tongue, Duala,
is also the name of a popular
music style in Cameroon that
has gained fans across Africa.
Dibango’s Soul Makossa has
a little of the Makossa sound
in it, blended with other types
of music. The multi-faceted
Manu Dibango has worked with
numerous musicians during
the past decades of his musical
career. In addition, he has started

the ﬁrst African musical journal,
directed orchestras and run
nightclubs. Born in Cameropn
in 1933, Dibago, a.k.a. the “Lion
of Africa” has been performing
in Africa and around the world
since the 1950s. He continues to
ﬂourish in his musical career.
The Harlem Renaissance
The Harlem Renaissance was
an inﬂuential and historicallycreative period that redeﬁned
African-American culture. It is
an art and social movement that
began with a steady stream of
African-Americans to the North
from the Southern states after
the end of the American Civil
War in the year 1865. During
the period between 1910-1930
blacks searched for a safe place
to explore their new identities as
free men and women, which they
found in New York’s Harlem
neighborhoods, where AfricanAmerican art, literature and
music ﬂourished. Many of the
country’s best and brightest black
advocates, artists, entrepreneurs
and intellectuals converged
in Harlem and brought with
them a vast array of talents and
ambitions. New York became
a cultural center for poor and
middle-class blacks, many of
whom were well-educated and
Harlem was also known as the
“Capital of Black America.”
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decorated with representations of
doors and windows. The largest of
obelisks, (largest monolith in the
world) measures 108 feet high,
weighing about 500 tons. Due to
their historical value, UNESCO
added the Axum obelisks to its
list of World Heritage Sites in
2009.

One of the obelisks in Axum,
Courtesy: Timkehet Teffera

Ancient Axum and its obelisks
Built between the 3rd and 4th
century A.C in the ancient
northern Ethiopian city of Axum
(the capital of the legendary
Queen of Sheba), the obelisks or
stelae of Axum are its impressive
archaeological remains. They
are signiﬁcant not only for their
great stature, but also their
extraordinary design, as they
have been carved to represent
buildings of up to thirteen stories.
All seven giant obelisks are
erected in the center of a platform
of stone on a terrace of polished
limestone. They are made of
single pieces of granite and

“

It was the will of God that
I won the Olympics, and it was the
will of God that I had an accident.
I accepted those victories as well as
the tragedy, because acceptance of
both circumstances as facts of life
helps us live happily.”
Athlete Abebe Bikila (1932-1973)
Winner of the 1960 Rome and
1964 Tokyo Olympics, running
barefoot
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Jazz funeral in New Orleans,
Courtesy: New O. website

The Jazz Funeral Tradition
Legend has it that the notion
of giving one a proper burial
accompanied with jazz music
originally came from West
African Yoruba and Dahomey
tribes. The Jazz Funeral burial
was carried to America on slave
ships, primarily to the state of
New Orleans, widely known for
jazz funerals. The music and
dancing of jazz funeral serves

a two-fold purpose, i.e. to help
the deceased ﬁnd their way to
Heaven and to celebrate the
release from their earthly bonds.
The latter was also viewed in the
Americanized funeral tradition
as a release from the bonds of
slavery. Accompanied by drums
and tambourines, the New
Orleans jazz funeral features
the intricate rhythms that are
commonplace in African music.
Brass bands using trumpets,
trombones, sousaphones and
saxophone and drums play music
on the way to and from the funeral.
Gradually, musicians adopted
the improvisational concepts
used during funeral parades
and started applying them for
other performances. During the
1900s musicians started using
smaller instrumentation based on
the instrumentalists in the jazz
funeral to perform publicly. This
cultural heritage gave birth to
today’s Jazz music. Since 1970,
New Orleans became host of
the annual “Jazz and Heritage
Festival” (Jazz Fest) held on the
fourth weekend of April.
Source: Ryan Frantz, Maria K.,
Paul O.

“

Music was my refuge. I
could crawl into the space
between the notes and curl
my back to loneliness.”
Maya Angelou (1928-present)
African-American poet, author,
playwright, actor, TV personality

MAYA ANGELOU
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Rest In Peace

Singer/Songwriter
MIKAYA BEHAILU
(1977 - 2013)

Saxophonist
TEWORDOS MITIKU
(1953 - 2013)

“A people without knowledge of their past history,
origin and culture is like a tree without roots.”
Marcus M. Garvey (1887-1940)
Jamaican publisher,journalist, orator, entrepreneur
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